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WHAT’S
OUR 
PURPOSE? Why

we do what 
we do

Accelerating research
Build Internet now that you’ll have in 10 years

Prevent network getting in way of what customers want to do
Rocket fuel – best you can get

Distance cannot be a factor when the minds of researchers meet
Enable research world to connect outside real world

Parallel internet dedicated to R+E
Connect R+E globally

World can’t afford too many specialized instruments – need to make them 
accessible

Efficient use of resources where private market can’t do it
Research, education, acceleration, collaboration, innovation, speed, future

Stop, collaborate, listen
Enable the lightning to escape the bottle
Remove barriers to enlightened thinking

Discoveries at the speed of light
Empowering people to learn

Empower, collaborate, discover and learn
Empowering collaboration between researchers and educators

Enabling a better future through discovery, learning and experiences
Enrich the learning experience

Enable the creation and sharing knowledge 
Facilitate connection and collaboration

Help people solve problems
Remove barriers to research and education

Enable all communities to create and share knowledge
Infrastructure at the speed of thought

Making achievements in r and e possible
Networking for a smarter world

Connecting minds
Telco with a social conscience

Enable researchers & educators to invent
Create the future of Australia

Enable researchers to compete and collaborate globally
We can do it best for our community

Accelerate research
Networking for better research

Advance networking to enable research and education collaboration to 
create a better future for humanity

Helping researchers collaborate with each other
Innovate to enable innovation

Synergise innovation to enable innovation
Connecting minds

Empowering people with education
Knowledge at the speed of light

Leading thoughts, leading collaboration in research and education
Connect, collaborate, innovate

Making a difference
To empower discovery

Make a difference
Create the best outcomes for research and education

Connect together the research and education community
We do what others can’t do

We go where no network has gone before
Going where other telcos don't go

Allows research to collaborate in new ways
Research data anywhere

End-to-end connectivity for research
Research reach

Evolving the human race
Creating a better world

Improving life
Moving Petabytes and Exabytes
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OUR
VALUES

One Team  |  Everyone counts and is accountable

Creativity  |  Strive to innovate - It’s in our DNA

Trust  |  Communication is open and transparent



INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS



ZOOM 
- Team meetings
- Social catchups
- All staff 

meetings
- Showcase
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TOOLS
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SLACK
- #apl-one team
- Lots of special 

interest groups, 
including one for  
parents with 
small children

EMAIL 

- New Week End 
CEO update

- Regular 
communications 
to staff from HR
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AARNET NEWS BLOG
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• Stories about COVID-19
• Stories about AARNet’s

response
• Lots more staff 

contributing blog posts 
with useful information 
for our customers



QUESTIONS?


